


W Introduction
Working in the Glass and Glazing Industry for many years on 
various publications and seeing how the media has changed 
and developed through that time, gave me a unique  
perspective on the media within the market as a whole.  It 
seemed a natural progression to create an internet based 
magazine for the industry.  

You cannot fail to notice the pace of change within the whole 
media market, which has been driven by the Internet, as well 
as the new devices that are being used to view the web.  As 
mobile devices are now part of most people’s lives it seemed 
obvious that creating an online magazine for the industry 
would be an advantage, allowing people to read the latest 
news wherever they may be. People have become  
accustomed to instantaneous information, so the question 
then was what form should it take? Website, e-mail newsletter 
or social media.  Individuals within the industry have different 
ideas on how they prefer to access news and information, so 
the simple option was to design a media platform that suited 
all three. Window News has been produced to specifically 
cater for those differing preferences.

Our mission is to be the source of authoritative news, new 
products, features and industry resources. Window News 
provides the perfect platform for suppliers to promote new 
products, brand awareness and technical innovations to our 
highly targeted readership.

Gerald Batt
Publisher
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W Digital Media
The realm of digital media can be confusing with new terms and 
references, particularly when compared to the more traditional 
media. What we have tried to do below is create a comparison 
to make it easy to see the advantages of using digital media.

You have probably heard the terms Page Views, Visits and 
Unique Visitors and wondered how these relate to each other.

If a viewer looks at the website, it counts as 1 Unique visitor, and 
one Visit.

While they are on the site they may look at 4 pages of news, 
which will be 4 page views

The results are: 1 Unique Visitor, 1 Visit, and 4 Page views.

If they leave the site, but revisit within 24 hours, it’s still classed 
as 1 Unique visitor, but 2 Visits, and while they are there view 3 
more pages of news.

The results are: 1 Unique Visitor, 2 Visits, and 7 Page views.

How does this affect your decision to advertise with 
Window News?

All our Newscasts carry banner advertising, which has an 
immediate impact when emailed to our 14,000 database. If a 
reader clicks on any story within the Newscast, they are taken 
to the full story page stored on the main Window News website 
where all website advertising banners appear on the same page 
- no matter which story the reader is viewing.

Currently the Window News website is, on average, gaining 
55,000 - 60,000 page views per month. This equates to having 
your advert seen by the entire circulations (10,000 on average) 
of five of the paper trade publications (or a significant multiple 
thereof reading the same story a number of times - not very 
likely).

If you want your message to gain the same potential 
coverage as Window News with traditional media, you 
will need to advertise in at least five trade paper titles. 

Window News can independently show the page views and 
visits to the site. Paper media claim and verify their postage 
circulations, but have no means to verify their readership as 
there is no research into which magazines are read or even 
opened. This therefore affords little opportunity to ascertain 
whether your advert was seen by part or all of the postage 
circulation.

Additionally, people in the industry are extremely busy and are 
often out of the office. Our Newscasts are delivered via e-mail 
and are fully mobile friendly, so no matter where the reader is 
they can keep up to date with the latest news. Combined with 
the website this gives your message unparalleled coverage. 
Followers can stay up to date via our Twitter and FaceBook 
feed, which also links back to the stories on the site. We have 
the most accessible media platform in the industry, whatever 
the readers’ format preference is: social, e-mail, site or 
magazine, Window News has it covered.

Advertising on Window News offers the best 
opportunity for your message to be seen by the 
industry. Between our twice weekly newscasts, the 
website, social media and our online monthly 
magazine, there is no other media platform in the 
market that can give you the same coverage.
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W 
Newscast
The circulation of the Window News Newscast (e-mail 
broadcast) is approximately 14,000 (see breakdown), covering 
the important market sectors within the industry. The 
frequency is twice weekly on a Tuesday and Thursday; this 
way we keep our readers up-to-date with all the latest stories. 
Window News is the most frequent e-mail broadcast or paper 
based media in the market giving an advertising platform on 
average 8 times per month. Based on this coverage your 
advertisement has the potential to be seen on average 
112,000 times within one standard calendar month.

The Newscast, like the website, is fully mobile friendly and is 
easily read on smart phones and tablets, so the reader can be 
in the office, or out on site. With the busy pace of life within 
our industry, and a constantly evolving market, it’s important to 
keep up-to-date with the latest innovations now, not in a few 
weeks time.

Our twice weekly Newscasts give readers the opportunity to 
catch up with what’s happening in our market. The layout is 
designed to give a brief outline of the story straight from the 
e-mail, but is linked back the main Window News website 
where the full story can be read in depth.

Advertising on the Newscast can give your company 
unparalleled coverage and a frequency that no other media 
within the industry can match. Unlike paper media you can 
also track the response to your advertisement, giving you the 
opportunity to fine tune your marketing campaign.

We have varied advertising spaces available and a rate 
plan to suit most marketing budgets.

To view an issue just click below 
www.windownews.co.uk/newscast-issues/
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W Architects - 4%
Installers - 48%

Glass processor/Sealed Unit Manufacturer - 4%
Fabricators / Installers - 36%

Others - 8%
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Advertising Rates
Newscast For positions please see opposite.

Broadcast on a Tuesday and Thursday to 14,000 addresses.

All rates are per Month (average 8 issues)

Top Banner   £995 (700px x 120px)
News Banner   £695 (420px x 100px)
Large Side Banner  £595 (220px x 190px)
Small Side Banner  £395 (220px x 80px)
Footer Banner   £795 (700px x 120px)

A discount is offered for a combination of adverts booked on both the 
website and mailer.  
 
Recruitment

Our recruitment and jobs section is highlighted on both the 
website and more importantly on our Newscast, which means 
your advert will have exposure to 14,000 readers twice a 
week.

Two week run   £250 (4 issues)
Four week run   £325 (8 issues)

Copy Requirements

Included in the rate is a provision for copy generation. 
We can design and build your banner for you at no extra 
cost.

If you have existing copy you want to use we can accept static Jpeg 
banners, or animated Gif’s. We would suggest making your Gifs with 
your main message as the first slide, as some e-mail systems such as 
Outlook will not play Gif’s. Please do not use any Flash animations as 
these will not run on most mobile devices.
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Story
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Mobile Version
The Window News Newscast is fully mobile friendly and 
optimises to make it easier to read on any mobile device. 
No matter where you are, you can keep up to date with the 
latest news from our industry.
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Website
The website is updated daily and news is posted as it 
happens, giving instant access to the latest products and  
services. The site is fully mobile friendly, so no matter where 
you are you can easily access the latest news and information.

Since its launch, visitor levels have continued to rise and page 
views have touched 95,000 in a single month. The popularity 
of the site is driven by the twice weekly Newscasts which are 
sent to 14,000 industry professionals on each broadcast.

The site is designed to be user friendly allowing readers to 
navigate and easily find what they are looking for, whether it’s 
the very latest industry news or the latest products. Unlike 
many electronic media we update the site as the news 
happens before our Newscasts are sent out.

The site is also fully linked to social media; every time a news 
item is added followers are alerted via social networks to the 
latest news. Just a simple click takes you directly via the web 
to that particular story.

As time goes on our database of news and product stories 
grows, which means readers have access via our search 
facility to a vast library of information. Unlike paper media your 
story can stay active and useful indefinitely with links back to 
your site.

We are now seeing a large increase in organic searches 
(viewers coming to the site via search engines)  and as the site 
continues to grow this will increase. 

Advertising on the Window News website is probably the most 
cost effective way to reach the professionals within the 
industry. You can track the response from your advertisement, 
or we can track it for you. This makes Window News the 
perfect marketing tool for your company.

To view the website just click below
www.windownews.co.uk
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Advertising Rates
Website For positions please see opposite.

All rates are per Month

Title Banner (appears on all pages) £665 (600px x 77px)
Large Centre Banner (Top) £495 (640px x 120px)
Large Centre Banner  £395 (640px x 120px)
Tower Banner   £695 (129px x 275px)
Medium Side Banner (home) £295 (262px x 180px)
Small Side Banner (home) £195 (262px x 95px)
*Story Side Banner (medium)  £640 (262px x 180px)
*Story Side Banner (small)  £320 (262px x 95px)

Video (YouTube format)  £250

Copy Requirements

Included in the rate is a provision for copy generation. 
We can design and build your banner for you at no extra 
cost.

If you have existing copy you want to use we can accept static Jpeg 
banners, or animated Gif’s. We would suggest making your Gifs with 
your main message as the first slide, as some e-mail systems such as 
Outlook will not play Gif’s. Please do not use any Flash animations as 
these will not run on most mobile devices.
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Mobile Version
The Window News website is fully mobile friendly and 
optimises to make easier to read on any mobile device. 
No matter where you are you can keep up to date with the 
latest news from our industry.
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More and more companies are now producing short 
videos to get messages across to potential customers 
in a modern and engaging manner. From corporate 
to promotional to instructional videos, all can have a 
lasting effect in the mind of the viewer.

However, once these expensive to produce videos 
have been created and loaded onto a company’s 
website, how do you promote these to potential and 
existing customers?
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Window News TV
Window News has the highest online traffic of any publisher 
within the window, door and glazing industry in the UK and 
has now launced Window News TV.

Window News TV has been designed to showcase supplier’s 
videos in an engaging way, with maximum coverage of the UK 
glass and glazing industry at a cost effective price.

Window News TV has its own homepage with the 
videos categorised under three main headings: Instructional, 
Products and Corporate. There is a prominent link from the 
main Window News homepage to Window News TV and our 
twice-weekly Newscasts also highlight the latest videos 
contained within this important area of the website. All 
videos are tweeted out to Window News’ industry leading 
twitter following once going live on the website

Should you choose, you can also include your video within a 
half or full page advertising space within the monthly online 
Window News magazine, which will contain a live link direct to 
the video. Having invested the time and money into producing 
a polished video, let Window News take it to the audience it 
deserves! For more information  please contact us in one of 
the following ways:

Call Gerald Batt on 01255 850245, email 
gerald@windownews.co.uk or complete the enquiry form on 
the Window News TV homepage www.windownewstv.co.uk 

Rate Card
Website

1 – 3 Videos: £95 per video for the first month then 
£40 each per month 
thereafter.

4 – 6 Videos: £75 per video for first the month then 
£30 each per month 
thereafter.

7 – 10 Videos: £65 per video for the first month 
then £25 each per month 
thereafter.

Window News magazine

Half page Video advertisement - £125 per issue.

Full page Video advertisement - £195 per issue.

For a combination of bookings on both the 
website and the magazine, please contact us 
for a quotation.

Format

You can just send us the link from 
YouTube for your video, or send us the video in a 
MP4 format and we will load it onto the system 
for you.
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• Window News E-Mag is sent out ten 
   times during the year and has been
   specially designed  for readers who
   enjoy their news in a magazine format.

• The E-Mag is fully responsive and
   mobile friendly, so it can be received
   and read anywhere easily.
 
• The Magazine is e-mailed to over
   14,000 industry contacts involved in
   fabrication, installation, IGU 
   manufacture plus suppliers to the 
   industry. It is also distributed by   
   ISSUU and made available to people
   interested in window and door 
   fabrication around the world.
 
• Window News Magazine is linked and
   promoted twice a week through our
   highly successful Newscast.
 
• All pages and articles can be shared
   on social media, plus all web links
   from adverts and stories are fully 
   functional.

Rates are based on per month with discounts for 
block bookings on application.

Copy can be in the form of PDF or Jpeg.

Copy date is the 3rd Wednesday of the month prior 
to publication.

ONLINE MAGAZINE

DPS    £585
Full Page   £345
Half Page   £215
Quarter Page  £135

Sizes

DPS    (297mm x 420mm)
Full Page   (297mm x 210mm)
Half Page (Vertical)  (102mm x 297mm) 
Half Page (Horizontal)              (185mm x 130mm)
Quarter Page   (90mm x 130mm)
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W As well as the above features, Window News 
Magazine runs regular monthly features:

Trade News
Product News
People
Events
On-Site

We are also happy to accept feature articles on a 
monthly basis. To submit your news articles to the 
editor please e-mail them to: 
gerald@windownews.co.uk

News items will also appear on our extensive website 
and can also be included in our twice weekly e-mail 
Newscast.

To read the latest issue just click below
www.windownews.co.uk/magazine-issue/
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MAGAZINE FEATURES 2020
January Window Systems Trade fabrication

February Hardware / Safety & Security Energy Efficiency

March Doors (Composite) Internet, IT and Software

April Machinery

May Marketing & e-commerce

June Doors (Folding,sliding and patio) Trade Fabrication

July/August Window Systems Blinds & Shutters

September Glass & Glass Processing Hardware / Safety & Security

October Conservatories / Orangeries Vertical Sliders & Heritage Conservation

November / December Machinery Doors (all)
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SOCIAL NETWORKS
As mentioned in our introduction, in our fast paced world 
people like to get their news and information in various 
formats. For people who prefer a page format we have 
our online magazine, for those who like to browse and 
search we have the website, if you like regular e-mail 
updates we have the Newsacast. And for news as it 
happens we have our social networks. 

Any news that appears on the Window News website is 
automatically broadcast on Twitter, Facebook and Google 
Plus. We also use Pinterest for the most photogenic of 
our news stories. Our social media platforms are all linked 
back to the site. Any story that appears on facebook will 
have a link directly back to that particular page on the 
website with the adjoining advertisment spaces.

The most popular platform within the industry is Twitter. 
Presently we have over 8,000 followers and this is 
growing daily as more and more people are using the 
media as a news feed.

By using the social networks in this manner it helps to 
spread our news content virally as people share and 
re-tweet across the industry. This is particularly 
advantageous with our recruitment section, as the 
information can be passed on many times giving your 
recruitment advert unrivalled coverage. We are reaching 270,000 tweet impressions within a monthly 

period, with over a 100 mentions. 

When we say “impressions”, we mean that a tweet has been 
delivered to the Twitter stream. Not everyone who receives a 
tweet will read it, but it’s the potential number of people who 
could receive your message.

All the news stories on our website have the facility to be 
shared on all the main social media platforms, including 
an e-mail facility. This not only helps to increase coverage 
with news items but gives an even greater audience for our 
advertisers.
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